DIRTY LAUNDRY
KICK ‘EM WHEN THEY’RE UP…

KICK ‘EM WHEN THEY’RE DOWN
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No one can deny that we enjoy a very exciting and fulfilling hobby in collecting and trading
silver bullion. Rarely is there a dull moment, always new and welcoming inventory hitting the
market, serious banter between stodgy poker faced traders like us, and a new and continuous
breed of high caliber collectors entering the auction rings, and oh what fun spirited dialogue
we all share! Bragging about the bars that we won, and the bars that just slipped away! If we
had only bid $5 higher… All harmless fun, really. That’s the good part. But the universe
always seems to have its counterbalances, and even with all the clean fun and upstanding
reputations in our small but growing world, we are constantly reminded that with good comes
bad, an unfair imbalance of dirty shirts out there, most of them worn by the wrinkled
commodities traders and their bosses at JP Morgan. Shirts that will, in our opinion, NEVER
come clean, EVER.
According to our friend and mentor Ted Butler, JP Morgan has never lost a bet on silver, and
never had a bad trading day for that matter. But their hierarchy and disciples would have it no
other way, where ‘we the innocent people’ lose, yes, because they love dirty laundry. Dirty
little secrets. Dirty little lies. They have their dirty little fingers in everybody’s pie. They love
to cut you down to size. They love dirty laundry. In fact, it’s pretty much permanent press
these days. But if you understand their playbook, they are aggressively and diabolically buying
and hoarding the majority of the world’s above ground available silver, to the tune of 600+
million ounces to date. Right or wrong (clearly wrong in this case), they have a purpose and a
plan. We know we can’t beat them, or kick ‘em when they’re up, or even kick ‘em when they’re
down, and we certainly don’t want to join them, but we can follow their game plan and buy
physical silver along with them. Don’t think too much into it. You don’t really need to find out
what’s going on. You don’t really want to know just how far it’s gone. Just leave well enough
alone. Eat your dirty laundry. Honestly, all that really matters right now is that the shiny stuff is
on sale and it is still available to anyone smart who wants it.

As we witness the COT structure roller coaster on spin-cycle from bearish to bullish and then
tumbling back down to bearish, and old JP & the boys ringing their cash registers again and
again, our friend Ed Steer calls out “Wash, spin, rinse, repeat.” That pretty much says it all, but
we might throw in ‘agitate’ after the rinse cycle. And just so you know, they’re not cleaning
their laundry, they’re taking us to the cleaners, soaking us and hanging us out to dry. They run
the house. These thugs clearly need a ring around the collar… with a heavy ball and chain
attached. But again, we can use this to our advantage. Famed “Rich Dad Poor Dad” author
Robert Kiyosaki would consider our knowledge here an Unfair Advantage. It truly is. We have
the House playbook and we can follow their soon-to-be winning hand. Where else can you
wager or invest and have the same odds as the house?
All the silver pundits have running bets that silver will take the proverbial Moonshot SOON.
While we’re not holding our breath on this, we know that it WILL happen inevitably… When?
Nobody knows except the dirty shirts, but it will likely happen sooner than later. And when it
does, Uncle Ted’s “Expecting the Unexpected” sums it up here, stating that it will
happen WITHOUT WARNING, and you will only then be smiling if you took advantage of
stacking NOW. So turn off that delicate cycle and keep stacking while silver is still on sale,
and get some of that beautiful tarnish on your hands and wipe it on your clean shirts and play the
game like JP Morgan. They’re only in it for the big money, and since we’re here for the sport
there’s no reason why we shouldn’t benefit from the game results as well. So get your
washer and dryer ready for some serious stain removal.
As for what to buy, Collectible
bullion or high quality Generic? At this point, it seems like a wash.

Stackably,

AE

WISHING YOU ALL A SAFE, FUN AND FESTIVE MEMORIAL DAY!
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